
The Battle of Britain 
May 1940 until May 1941 

(B of B: 10 July to 31 October 1940) 



The Squadron re-formed at Digby, becoming operational once again at the end of June, and for the next 2 months was occupied in uneventful convoy and defensive patrols before moving south to Stapleford Tawney, 

the satellite of North Weald, for the defence of London during the Battle of Britain.  The Luftwaffe's main effort at the time was against coastal objectives and shipping off the coast of Essex and Kent.  The Squadron 

was in action continuously and had many successful engagements against far superior numbers of enemy bombers and their escorting fighters.  The enemy sustained such shattering losses amongst his long range 

bomber force that a change of tactics was necessary, and he tried to force a decision by using fighter bombers flying very high and making every possible use of cloud cover; interception became difficult and our 

squadrons had to change their tactics too - mainly going over the maintenance of fighter patrols at height ranging between 20 and 30,000 feet.  No 46 Squadron took part in the "security" patrols and, early in Novem-

ber, whilst on patrol over Foulness, encountered some 50 Italian bombers and fighters; at least 8 of them were destroyed, with no casualties or damage to the Squadron, and the remainder of the formation scattered 

in disorder. There is link below to a comprehensive account of this incident by Steve Webbe; click here for coverage of the complete Italian involvement in the Battle of Britain.  

The Battle of Britain, in which No 46 Squadron had taken a full and successful part, was over, and the Squadron settled down to a few months of uneventful defensive and convoy patrols, leavened by an occasional 

escort duty to medium bombers in their attack on objectives on Occupied France. 

Not surprisingly, the Squadron scrapbook is bereft of pictures covering this period as they had other things on their mind! The photographs and articles are drawn from a variety of sources and our appreciation is ex-

pressed to the authors and photographers. In particular, thanks are due to Senior Aircraftsman Joel Daggle for his tremendous efforts to honour the memory of Pilot Officer W B (Billy) Pattullo; his 2 articles re-

view ,first, Plt Off Pattullo’s life and secondly the events leading up to the dedication of a plaque and memorial to him. There are also details of a small book about the search by 2 local men. 

For a detailed insight into the day to day activities of the Squadron please see the Operational record Book after this page  

The Battle of Britain 

http://surfcity.kund.dalnet.se/falco_bob.htm


Pilot Officer Karel Mrazek who during patrol with 46 Squad-

ron claimed two shot down Italian CR.42s on 11 November 

1940. Later in the war he was promoted to Squadron Leader 

and took command over 313 (Czechoslovak) Squadron. Later 

still he served as Wing Commander of the whole Czechoslo-

vak Wing. Mrazek was awarded with both the DFC and the 

DSO during the war. He returned to Czechoslovakia after the 

war as a Group Commander and lived in the town of Jablo-

nec. Mrazek passed away on 5 December 1998.  

Sgt. P.Roger E. de Cannart d'Hamale 

Born on 08-22-1919 at St Gilles (Bruxelles), son 

of François and Madeleine-Hélène de Castres. 

In 1938 he joined the Aéronautique Militaire 

Belge. He obtained his elementary pilot’s wings 

on 15 May 39 and his military brevet 3 days 

later. He was posted to 3rd regiment of Aéro-

nautique.  

During the campaign of 12 May 1940, he took 

part to a mission on Liege & Namur area. On 18 

May 40, the squadron received orders to move 

to St-Omer (France) by road and Roger drove a 

small car with several other pilots. 

After the surrender of France, he decided to 

join Great Britain to pursue the fight. He arrived 

in Plymouth on 20 Jun 40 with a group of Polish 

troops. He was the first Belgian to land in Eng-

land. 

On the 12th of July, he enlists in the RAFVR. With 

his perfect English, he is assimilated very quick-

ly and, one month after his enlistment, he 

joined 226 Squadron equipped with Spitfires; 

very soon afterwards he is trained on Hurricane 

and  was posted to No 46 Squadron. 

No 46 Squadron Battle of Britain Pilots 

John Dallas Crossman from Australia 

See Account of Pilot Officer Pattullo's 
Memorial Ceremony  
by SAC Joel Diggle 

Squadron Leader Robert 

Reid on a Hurricane 

Gaunce  Acting  Squadron Leader L N 

http://www.bbm.org.uk/Gaunce.htm


No 46 Squadron’s “Few” 

  

'The Few' were 2353 young men from Great Britain and 574 from overseas, pilots and other aircrew, who are officially recog-

nised as having taken part in the Battle of Britain. Each of the 27 listed below flew at least one authorised operational sortie with 

No 46 Squadron during the period 10 July to 31 October 1940. 9 lost their lives during the period of the Battle, and these are 

marked by an asterisk. A further 18 were killed in action or died in the course of their duties before the War’s end, which is also 

noted. 

Adair Sergeant J J     British      

Austin Flying Officer F   British   Killed 

Ambrose Pilot Officer C F   British   

Andrew Sergeant S    British   Killed* 

Austin Flying Officer F   British   Killed 

Bailey Pilot Officer J C L D   British   Killed* 

Barber Pilot Officer R H   British   

Bloor Sergeant E    British   Killed 

Cooper-Key Pilot Officer A M  British   Killed* 

Crossman Pilot Officer J D   Australian  Killed* 

Earp Sergeant R L    British   

Edgworthy Sergeant G H   British   Killed* 

Gaunce  Acting  Squadron Leader L N Canadian  Killed* 

Gooderham Sergeant A T   British     

Gunning Pilot Officer P S   British   Killed* 

Hamale Sergeant R E de J'a   Belgian  Killed 

Johnson Pilot Officer A E   British   Killed 

Le Fevre Pilot Officer P W   British   Killed 

MacLachlan Squadron Leader J R  Canadian     

McGowan Flying Officer R A  British     

McGregor Pilot Officer P R   British     

Morgan-Gray Pilot Officer H  British   Killed 

Mrazek Pilot Officer K   Czechoslovakian   

Peacock Sergeant W A   British   Killed* 

Plummer Flying Officer R P   British   Killed* 

Rabagliati Flight Lieutenant A C  British   Killed 

  

We will remember them 

http://www.bbm.org.uk/Gaunce.htm


Account of Pilot Officer Pattullo's Memorial Ceremony held on 25/10/05  
by SAC Joel Diggle 

I have always had a great interest in military aviation history and, in particular, the Battle of Britain. During a visit 
to a museum in Purfleet, Essex in 2001 1 picked up a copy of a small booklet called "The Search for One of the 
Few, which was written by two local retired men Norman Jennings and Geoff Walton. It was a very moving story 
of how one of the authors, Geoff Walton, in October 1940 as a boy aged nine had witnessed the crash of 
an RAF Hurricane Fighter aircraft following air combat in the skies over Southern England with the German Luft-
waffe. Geoff saw what he thought were the pilot's last gasps of life and how it traumatised him so much that for 
50 years he told no-one of what he saw, not even his mother. 

In 1990 during the 50th anniversary commemorations of the Battle of Britain he decided he wanted to know who 
the pilot was and the story behind how he came to be there on that day. After a school reunion of wartime pupils 

at a local school Geoff met retired schoolteacher Norman and together they researched the story behind Pilot Of-
ficer William Blair Pattullo. 

"Billy" Pattullo was only 21 years old when he gave his life in combat on 25 October 1940. He was born in 
Chile to ex-patriot parents and was educated in Dundee, Scotland and later Chile. He completed National Ser-
vice in Chile as a fire fighter and then worked for the British American Tobacco Company before working his 
passage to Britain in 1939 in answer to a call to arms of his paternal country's mobilisation in preparation for 
World War II. After being trained at Cranwell and commissioned, he graduated flying training just in time to join 
46 Fighter SQN for the Battle of Britain. He flew continuously throughout the summer of 1940, even on loan 
to 151 and 249 SQNS. Despite being shot down and wounded in the face in early September he demanded a 
return to operational flying. Up until the point of the morning of his final flight he had added a seventh kill to 
his list of victories. 

It all ended at precisely 12.07pm as his plane crashed into a house in Harold Park, Romford, Essex. After being 
pulled from the wreckage he passed into a coma due to the pain of his injuries and died the following evening 
in hospital. Despite a few witnesses to the events, the house was soon patched up and all traces buried in the 
hushed archives of wartime Britain. Therefore for 65 years thousands of people have walked and driven past 
the house situated on one of the main arterial routes in-and-out of London not knowing of the sacrifice 
which occurred at that very spot. 

Around about the summer of 2003 1 identified the house involved in the crash and this started me thinking about a 
possible memorial to this young man's role in the defence of our country all those years ago. At that time I was 
involved in sponsoring the Battle of Britain Historical Society in their aims for a national monument near West-
minster on the Thames to honour all those fought in that momentous Battle of 1940. This monument was due to 
be unveiled in September 2005 and it was a month before this I finally plucked up the courage to approach the 
present occupants of the house to ask if it would be possible in somewa y to honour Billy's memory. 
Lynne and Les Conway, the owners of "Keiray" house were completely unaware of the crash ever taken place 
even though they had lived there for 27 years. They were not approached when the book was written and 
had not seen a copy since it was published in 2001. After providing them with a copy of the book and al-
lowing them time to digest its contents, they were only too happy to give their permission to help me in my plans 
to honour Billy's memory. 

I had a very short time-frame in which to complete this because of the looming 65thanniversary date of 25 October 
and my impending deployment to the Falkland Islands in mid-November. 

  

Activities and Articles  concerning  

No 46 Squadron’s Battle of Britain period 

What started out as a very small low key affair of half a dozen people placing a plaque with a few words of re-
membrance, quickly snowballed into quite a prestigious local calendar event with even international connec-
tions. One phone call led to another and soon we were talking a lot of catering and flypasts with minute-by-
minute ceremonial timings! During the planning stage, I had contact with the Deputy Lord Lieutenant of Haver-
ing, Air Commodore Brian Batten RAF rt'd, the Personal Assistant to the Chilean Ambassador to the UK, Lord 
Norman Tebbit and a host of local MPs, councillors and civil dignitaries. 

In the final week running up to the event I finally tracked down the authors of the book and invited them to at-
tend. It was an honour to meet the people that through their research and dedication had inspired me to embark 
on the project in the first place. On the Saturday before the unveiling I was, very much to my surprise, put into 
contact with Mrs. Annette Martin from Scotland, the 90-year-old sister of Billy. 1 was very pleased to in-
vite her as guest of honour to come and unveil the plaque along with other members of her family. 

The day finally arrived and thanks to help from family and friends and with some great contributions 
from interested organisations and individuals everything was set to go. The service began at I0.55am at St 
Paul's Church, Harold Hill with a short memorial service attended by approximately 100 people. The 
guests included Mrs Martin, her daughter Mrs Patricia Jones, grandson Mr Simon Jones, the Mayor and 
Mayoress of Havering and Counsellors Patricia and John Mylod. Representing Chile was their Air At-
tachè Group Captain Hugo Tilly, Head of the Chilean Air Force Mission to the UK. 

Following the service, the party moved to the crash site at "Keiray House" on the Al2 Colchester road 
for the plaque unveiling and act of dedication. The gathered people present at the house increased to about 
150 and was presided over by the Rev Russell Moul, vicar of St Paul's Church, who called forward Mrs 
Martin to unveil the plaque to tremendous applause. Then followed the playing of the last post by a 
bugler, Geoff Fuller, from the Salvation Army and a two minutes' silence, then Reveille. Then Flt Lt Ian For-
ster from RAF Coltishall laid a wreath on behalf of the RAF and then those attending laid various other 
floral tributes. 

At precisely 12.07pm a Boeing Stearman, a wartime training biplane, flown by Mr Timothy Lyons flew over 
the house dipping his wing in salute and continued to circle the house a couple more times before wag-
gling his wings and flying off into the very bright sunshine which was very reminiscent of the long, hot sum-
mer of 1940. 

After the act of dedication and a photo call for all involved in the ceremonies the party retired to St Paul's 
Church hall for refreshments and the chance to share their feelings about the event. There was a small dis-
play relating to Billy Pattullo's short, but very busy life and a chance to purchase a copy of the book that 
started it all off. 

Guests had the opportunity to sign a book to record their memories and feelings about the day and a collection of 
£100 was taken to be shared between the RAF Benevolent Fund and the Redden Court School Memorial Fund, 
the producers of the book. 

One of the Few, his Sacrifice no longer forgotten. 

Pilot Officer Pattullo's Memorial Ceremony 

 held at North Weald Airfield on 25th of October  2010  



The 31st of October 1940 is the official end of the Battle of Britain. To mark the occasion and to honour those killed in the North 

Weald Sector, a set of memorial plaques were dedicated exactly 60 years later in front of the Hurricane gate guard at North Weald air-

field. No 46 Squadron served there and at the satellite base of Stapleford Tawney; one of the plaques is dedicated to the 13 pilots of 

our Squadron who were killed during the Battle. 









The largest Italian Raid during the Battle of Britain. 

 

November 11 (the same day half the Italian battle fleet was knocked out at Taranto by British naval aircraft) saw the largest operation mounted by the force. Although only ten BR.20Ms from 99o Gruppo (242a and 243a Squadri-

glia) led by Maggiore B. Ciccu were involved the fighter force escorting was 42 CR.42s, 46 G.50s and supporting Bf109s. Again the bad weather became an important factor, causing the G.50s and Bf109s to abort shortly after 

take off and return to base, leaving only the CR.42s as escort.  

The BR.20Ms took off around midday, each of them loaded with three 250 kg bombs. They took the route Bruges-Ostend-Harwich and approached Harwich at 14.40 at 3.700 meters.  

When the Italian bombers approached the English coast they where spotted by British radar and Hurricanes from 17 and 257 Squadrons were scrambled shortly after 13.30, whilst Hurricanes from 46 Squadron, already airborne 

patrolling a convoy off Foulness, were also vectored to intercept Bandits over the Thames Estuary by Fighter Control. The latter formation was slightly delayed while the investigated a formation which proved to be friendly and 

were forced to made a wide circle before attacking. Elements 249 Squadron were also on a convoy patrol patrolling the same convoy off Foulness.  

Flight Lieutenant H. Peter Blatchford (in Hurricane V6962), leading 257 Squadron, sighted nine bombers flying in a tight ‘vic’ formation some 10 miles east of Harwich. These were heading west-north-west at 12,000 feet, and 

Blatchford climbed the squadron to 15,000 feet before leading them down in a beam attack on the starboard side BR.20 formation. 46 Squadron, meanwhile, was fast approaching from the port side and attacked almost simulta-

neously. As they did so they were attacked from above and behind by between 20 and 30 CR.42s . Peter Blatchford first attacked the rear BR.20 to the starboard side, seeing no effect from his fire and passing across to the port 

side, where he delivered two rear-quarter attacks on the rear left bomber. This aircraft looped violently and dived vertically towards the sea, disintegrating before hitting the water. His second opponent was also probably attacked 

by Pilot Officer K. Pniak (in Hurricane V7292) of 257 Squadron, who attacked one bomber that began to smoke and burn and then turned onto its back before it dived into the sea 10 miles east of Harwich after one man had 

baled out. He then attacked another, which glided in towards the coast, trailing smoke.  

Meanwhile Pilot Officer Kay of 257 Squadron attacked the extreme right-hand aircraft, which had broken away upwards, trailing smoke. This was given a burst by Pilot Officer S. E. Andrews of 257 Squadron and dived into the 

sea. Kay then attacked another with Pniak. It broke formation and headed for the coast. Flight Lieutenant L. M. Gaunce (in Hurricane V6928) of 46 Squadron had also attacked the first bomber, noting that it was then attacked by 

two more Hurricanes (Kay and Andrews), and indeed was also probably engaged by Pilot Officers G. North and P. A. Mortimer of 257 Squadron and by Sergeant R. J. Parrott of 46 Squadron. North, after making an unsuccessful 

beam attack on one aircraft, made a stern pass on another, which fell away, diving towards the coast. He chased it, expended all his ammunition, saw four bombs fall away and the undercarriage drop. Mortimer, who had previ-

ously made a head-on attack, hitting one aircraft before engaging North’s opponent, then attacked this bomber. The bomber then caught fire and dived into the sea. One man baled out but pulled his parachute release too early and 

his canopy caught on the tail unit. Sergeant Parrott saw a BR.20 heading for the coast pursued by a Hurricane that was obviously out of ammunition (North). He made two firing passes under fire from the rear gunner and on the 

second attack the bomber’s engines burst into flames and it dived into the sea.  

 

Meanwhile, the aircraft previously attacked by both Pniak and North came under attack from three 46 Squadron pilots; Pilot Officer G. Leggett had already attacked one BR.20, from which one of the crew had baled out before it 

crashed into the sea, and now he joined forces with Pilot Officer Hedley and Sergeant N. Walker to chase another in over the English coast heading towards Ipswich. After several attacks the BR.20 circled, losing height, and fi-

nally crashed into a wood some 10 miles east of the town.  

The last claims against the Italian bombers came from Sergeant S. E. Lucas of 257 Squadron who reported that he had disabled one bomber by putting one engine out of action. Pilot Officer B. Davey of 257 Squadron attacked 

the bomber on the extreme right, attacking from underneath and using up all his ammunition. He saw black smoke belch from both engines. This bomber was then attacked by a Hurricane from 46 Squadron.  

Spitfires of 41 Squadron had also been scrambled, but although they arrived too late to take part in the main battle, they were the first to sight the CR.42s. The Spitfire (Spitfire Mk.II P7322) flown by Flying Officer E. P. Wells 

was attacked, but he evaded and claimed one CR.42 damaged east of Ofordness before the biplane fighters disappeared. This event apparently delayed the Italians from interfering with the initial attack by 257 and 46 Squadrons. 

While the Hurricanes were ripping into the BR.20s, the Italian fighter pilots had appeared above. Peter Blatchford was turning to attack the bombers again, but saw many fighters. He engaged one, opened fire and it “waffled ex-

tensively”, but he was unable to conclude this combat as he was then caught up in a dogfight with others. He found that he could turn with the agile biplane, but quickly ran out of ammunition and rammed the Italian fighter, 

striking the upper mainplane with his propeller. The CR.42 at once fell away. Blatchford headed for base, but saw a Hurricane coming under attack from three CR.42s in line astern. He made a dummy head-on attack on each, 

causing them to break away and head east. On his return, Blatchford found that nine inches had been lost from two propeller blades and that they were also splashed with blood.  

 

Meanwhile, Sergeant Lucas of 257 Squadron, breaking away from his attack on the bombers, saw enemy fighters below and behind. He turned and took one in a head-on attack, seeing it go down in a spin. He was then attacked 

by four more and quickly climbed into cloud, but saw his opponent crash into the sea. In fact it is likely that the aircraft he saw was not his opponent, but that of Flight Lieutenant Gaunce of 46 Squadron, who had seen a CR42 

appear beside him whilst the rest of the 46 Squadron Hurricane pilots were still shooting at the bombers. He turned and opened fire at close range. The CR.42 dived and Gaunce followed spinning and manoeuvring violently with 

his throttle closed in order to stay above. He then lost sight of his adversary and pulled up, engaging two more and firing a deflection burst at one of them. He then saw another pair, one of which he chased with closed throttle, 

opening fire at 150 yards. The CR.42 took no evasive action, but continued straight on, losing height. He lost sight of it, but then approached another CR.42 from the side. After a full deflection burst from 80 yards, it burst into 

flames and dived into the sea 15 miles east of Ofordness.  

Pilot Officer Karel Mrazek, a pre-war Czech Air Force pilot, of 46 Squadron was flying with the intercepting force when he experienced partial engine failure in his Hurricane (V7610) and fell behind the formation. He then 

sighted a number of twin-engined bombers flying in five sections of three, and identified them as Fiat BR.20s. He wrote:  

"the Italians veered eastwards towards Southend then making off on a slanting dive for Margate, the Straits and Calais. As they turned away I saw three BR.20s go down in flames followed by their crews in parachutes. At that 

moment I saw about thirty to forty unknown biplanes which I realised was a gaggle of CR.42s, supposedly protecting the bombers - as they (the CR.42s) crossed my path without seeing me, I gave the second a short burst at full 

deflection - it went down like a fireball. The other turned to fight - due to its great manoeuvrability it kept getting on my tail, but after a series of successive bursts I saw it begin to smoke and flame."  

 



The first CR.42 fell into the sea 4 miles from Ofordness and the second 3 miles from Ofordness. After the first claim he also noticed another CR.42 crash into the sea nearby, apparently the one attacked by Gaunce. After the combat 

he had to put the Hurricane’s nose down and re-cross the coast to land at Rochester with empty tanks and ten bullet holes in his wings and fuselage. He claimed one destroyed and one damaged.  

Mrazek served as Pilot Officer with 43 and 46 Squadrons during the Battle of Britain. Later in the war he was promoted to Squadron Leader and took command over 313 (Czechoslovak) Squadron. Later still he served as Wing 

Commander of the whole Czechoslovak Wing. Mrazek was awarded with both the DFC and the DSO during the war. He returned to Czechoslovakia after the war as a Group Commander and lived in the town of Jablonec. Mrazek 

passed away on 5 December 1998.  

 
Pilot Officer Karel Mrazek who during patrol with 46 Squadron claimed two shot down Italian CR.42s on 11 November 1940.  

Flight Lieutenant M. Burnett of 46 Squadron had not engaged the bombers, but had climbed above as 257 Squadron attacked. Then a large formation of CR.42s appeared from cloud to the south. He took one of the leading pair, 

opened fire, and as he closed turned his guns on the other, firing until his ammunition was gone. He saw strikes on the fuselage of his second opponent, which broke left in a step turn, leaving the others in a gentle dive. Pilot Officer 

Hedley of 46 Squadron saw a CR.42 about to dive or spin and opened fire, but as it went down another Hurricane hurtled down and destroyed it.  

Finally, Sergeant L. D. Barnes of 257 Squadron, who sighted approximately ten groups of CR.42s in sections of four, attacked one group, using up his ammunition. His opponent at once dived past the vertical, but the other three out

-turned the Hurricane, which took one bullet through the wing before he shook them off and returned to base.  

This was not the end of the story, for 249 Squadron also had Hurricanes airborne on convoy patrol duties. Wing Commander F. V. Beamish sighted one of the returning CR.42s and claimed a ‘probable’ 20-30 miles east of South-

wold, while Flight Lieutenant Robert A. Barton attacked an aircraft identified as a Junkers Ju86P, which he claimed “went into the sea like a torch”. This could have been one of the BR.20s - although Luftwaffe lost several other 

aircraft this day. It is more probable that this was Focke-Wulf Fw58 (3551 ‘0J + AK’) of Stab III/JG51, flown by Unteroffizier Karl Nispel + 1 crew. This had been sent out to seek three shot-down fighter pilots from the morning’s 

operations over the Thames Estuary and did not return.  

RAF made following claims after this combat:  

257 Squadron 

Flight Lieutenant H. Peter Blatchford - 1 BR.20 destroyed (his first claim), 1/4 BR.20 shared destroyed and two CR.42s damaged  

Pilot Officer North - Two ½ shared BR.20s destroyed  

Pilot Officer Davey - ½ BR.20 destroyed  

Pilot Officer Mortimer - ½ BR.20 destroyed  

Pilot Officer Karol Pniak - 1 BR.20 destroyed (his seventh and last claim) and ½ BR.20 shared destroyed  

Pilot Officer Andrews - ½ BR.20 destroyed  

Pilot Officer Kay - Two ½ shared BR.20 destroyed  

Sergeant Lucas - 1 BR.20 damaged and 1 CR.42 destroyed  

Sergeant Barnes - 1 CR.42 probably destroyed  

46 Squadron 

Flight Lieutenant Lionel Manley Gaunce - ½ BR.20 destroyed, 1 CR.42 destroyed (his fifth claim) and 1 CR.42 probably destroyed  

Pilot Officer Leggett - 1/3 BR.20 destroyed  

Pilot Officer Karel Mrazek - 2 CR.42 destroyed  

Sergeant Parrott - 1 BR.20 destroyed  

Pilot Officer Hedley - 1/3 BR.20 destroyed  

Sergeant Norman McDonald Walker - 1/3 BR.20 destroyed  

Flight Lieutenant Norman Whitmore Burnett - 1 CR.42 probably destroyed  

(Revenge met both Walker and Burnett when they later were killed by the Regia Aeronautica over Malta. Burnett was shot down by MC.200s from 7o Gruppo on 11 June 1941, probably by Tenente Cibin or Sergente Domenico 

Facchini. Walker was shot down the day after, on 12 June, by a CR.42 of 74a Squadriglia flown by Maresciallo Germano Gasperoni)  



249 Squadron Wing Commander  F. Victor  Beamish - 1 CR.42 probably destroyed  

41 Squadron Flying Officer  Edward Preston Wells - 1 CR.42 damaged  

Total:  

9 BR.20 destroyed, 1 BR.20 damaged  

5 CR.42 destroyed, 4 CR.42s probably destroyed, 3 CR.42 damaged  

In return the Italian fighters claimed nine enemy fighters. One Hurricane was credited to Giuseppe Ruzzin, who fired on a climbing Hurricane. He reported that it was his and fell away with along trail of smoke and was credited with a victory. Defending gunners in the bombers 

also claimed one additional Hurricane.  

As usual with this kind of large air combats these claims are exaggerated for CAI lost three fighters and three bombers while RAF didn’t suffer any losses and only 2 Hurricanes were slightly damaged.  

 

During combat over the Suffolk coast 99o Gruppo lost three BR.20Ms. The two aircraft flown by Sottotenente Enzio Squazzini (242-3/MM22267) and Sottotenente Ernesto Bianchi (243-10/MM22620) ditched in the North Sea; two 

men were seen to bale out from one of the bombers. The third (243-2/MM22621) flown by Tenente Pietro Affiani was pursued by the 46 Squadron trio (Leggett, Hedley and Walker - Pniak was also probably part of this claim) and 

crashed in Tangham Forest, Bromswell, near Woodbridge. The radio-operator 1o Avieri Armando Paolini had been killed in the air and the co-pilot Sergente Pilota Giuliano Ripolini and the flight engineer 1o Avieri Motorista Em-

manuelle Degasperi were wounded (Ripolini later died of his wounds). The pilot Tenente Affiani, Degasperi and the units photographer 1o Avieri Mario Pensa were taken prisoner. The bomber was later removed to the Royal Air-

craft Establishment at Farnborough for evaluation. 257 Squadron personnel visited the wreckage first however and ‘liberated’ two crests, a bayonet sheath and a steel helmet to serve as squadron trophies. The Aldeburgh lifeboat 

was sent out after the crews from MM22267 and MM22620 but only found an Italian parachute. A German He59 also looked for survivors but it was shot down 20m off the Naze. No survivors were found. 

 
Tenente Pier Antonio Poggi, who was lost on 11 November. He was probably co-pilot in Sottotenente Enzio Squazzini’s 242-3/MM22267.  

Image kindly provided by Antonio Poggi.  

 
Fiat BR.20M 242-3/MM22267 lost on 11 November 1940.  

Image kindly provided by Antonio Poggi.  



In the course of aerial combat 18o Gruppo C.T. lost three CR.42s. 46 and 257 Squadrons shot down two. Sergente Enzo Panicchi of 83a Squadriglia was killed when MM6978 was shot down into the sea apparently by Gaunce. Ser-

gente Antonio Lazzari of 85a Squadriglia crashed with MM6976 (‘16’) near Corton Railway Station and was taken prisoner.  

 
Fiat CR.42 MM6976 flown by Sergente Antonio Lazzari and shot down 11 November 1940 near Corton Railway Station.  

The third, MM5701 (‘95-13’) flown by Sergente Pietro Salvadori of 95a Squadriglia force-landed due to engine problems on a beach near the Orfordness lighthouse and he was also taken prisoner. This last aircraft was made ser-

viceable by the RAF and flown on evaluation trails as BT474 and is now on exhibition in the Battle of Britain Museum, Hendon.  

The British interrogation of Salvadori revealed a lot of details. He told that even before the combat started his aircraft had got a broken oil duct, which meant that the aircraft couldn’t stay in formation. The engine started to overheat 

and he was forced to make an emergency landing on the beach. This landing was successful and the aircraft didn’t sustain any large damage. Shortly after the landing a Hurricane flew over him and he waved at it, at which the Hur-

ricane responded by waggling his wings. The British interrogation also revealed that Salvadori had a very weak moral and didn’t want to fight any more. He was really happy to have left the war and was very dissatisfied with the 

Italian officers. He also didn’t like the Belgian weather and appreciated neither the Germans, nor their food.  

 
MM5701 on the beach at Orfordness.  

Evidence from bomber wreckage revealed an extraordinarily large crew of six, all wearing tin hats and armed with rifles and bayonets.  

A further reference to this day’s operations is in a letter from the Chief Constable of Suffolk dated June 16, 1971:  

"At 1345 hours on November 11, 1940 two formations of Italian bombers escorted by fighters were intercepted by the RAF off the Suffolk coast. Approximately eight German and seven Italian aircraft were brought down in the sea, 

and three aircraft made forced landings in Suffolk, including a Fiat CR.42 biplane - the pilot was arrested and taken to force headquarters at Ipswich.  

There was an officer Tenente P. Appian in a very smart uniform and a number of men whose dress varied. The officer, who spoke English, had flown a bomber at 14,000 ft he said that the effect of the lack of oxygen had made them 

partly lose their senses.  

The men were apprehensive of the treatment they were to get. They were told (before flying) that their biplanes could manoeuvre while the Hurricanes could not."  

 

Apart from loses already mentioned other aircraft, both fighter and bomber, were damaged in combat. Four BR.20s force-landed either on the Dunes at Dunquerque or at Antwerp-Deurne airfield. One of the aircraft, which landed at 

Bray-Dunes, was 242-6/MM22628 flown by Tenente Luigi Gnechi with a dead radio-operator aboard.  

Nineteen CR.42s landed away from base as a result of either combat damage or shortage of fuel. Of these were eight damaged and MM5676 (Sergente Mario Sandini) and MM5662 (Tenente P. Tacchini) of 83a Squadriglia were 

destroyed; Sandini’s aircraft crashing in a public square in Amsterdam. One of the aircraft that was damaged was flown by the ace-to-be Sottotenente Franco Bordoni-Bisleri when he landed short on fuel. MM5703 (95-14) over-

turned on landing but the pilot Tenente Ramolo Artina was unharmed. Sottotenente Peppo Re also overturned with his 85-4 when he force-landed near Dunderlewe. Another CR.42 damaged or destroyed was flown by Sottotenente 

Brunolena.  

As of the attack and fighters, Churchill wrote:  

"They might have found better employment defending their fleet at Taranto."  

After this combat the Italian fighter pilots felt that the reducing of the two 12.7mm guns to one 12.7mm and one 7.7mm in order to save weight and increase manoeuvrability had not helped. 








